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Why use prosody?
Pauses locations are correlated with syntax (Grosjean et al., 1979)

Listeners use prosody to resolve syntactic ambiguities (Price et al., 1991)

Prosody signals disfluencies by marking "interruption point" (Shriberg, 1994) 



What is important about this work?
(Some) Prosodic features do not need to be manually engineered

Analysis of error types influenced by prosody

Parsing of "edit" nodes is built-in



The task
● Parsing Switchboard dataset
● Removed punctuation and 

casing (to mimic ASR setting)
● Using known sentence 

boundaries
● Outputs "linearized constituency 

trees with normalised 
preterminals"



The system



Encoder/decoder
Input word representations (R to L)

Concatenation of word, pause, duration 
and learnt acoustic features

● Word
○ Learnable embeddings

● Pauses
○ Concatenation of pre and post pause 

vectors

● Duration
○ Duration of word / avg duration of word
○ Backs off to phonemes for rare/unseen



Encoder/decoder
Uses an attention layer

Two different systems are trialled:

● Content aware
● Location aware



Automatically learnt prosodic features
Uses time alignments in the corpus on a 
word level

Captures three fundamental frequency 
features and three energy features

Sampled at consistent intervals



Automatically learnt prosodic features
Each word has N different filters applied of m different sizes 
(creates Nm feature matrix)

Why m different sizes? To capture features on a different 
time scale

All filters are applied in strides of 1 and produce 1D 
convolutions

Convolutions are then max pooled



The system



Results











Berkeley parser analyser

(Kummerfeld et al., 2012)

Image from: 
https://github.com/jkkum
merfeld/berkeley-parser-a
nalyser





How to interpret the results?
● Doesn't appear much better than existing work done over a decade ago
● Author justifications

○ Evaluation metrics: F1 vs flat F1
○ There are known errors in the parses

■ Messes up audio-word alignments
○ It is difficult to compare to existing work which use additional information

■ Includes punctuation (Charniak and Johnson, 2001)
■ Gold part of speech tags 
■ Special segmentation (Kahn et al., 2005)

○ Work is on constituency parsing vs dependency



Incorrectly transcribed example
uh uh <i have had> my wife ’s picked up a couple of things saying uh boy if we 
could refinish that ’d be a beautiful piece of furniture

<missing> inserted



Qualitative examples







Incorrect example
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